For Suppliers

The Highest
Quality Suppliers.
The Altius Network is reserved for the highest
quality suppliers that either join to work for a
specific client or simply want to show business
competency. Over the past ten years Altius have
worked on behalf of key clients to help them
manage their supply chains effectively. The Altius
Network of suppliers has grown significantly over
this period to become one of the leading and
innovative accreditation schemes in the country.

How it Works
The supplier selects the accreditation they wish
to obtain then selects their clients from the Altius
client list. If the supplier does not have an existing
relationship with any clients, they can also join to
be part of the Altius Assure network.
Once this selection has been made the supplier
is guided to answer the requirements needed to
obtain this accreditation.

If a client is selected they are also guided to
answer the requirements specific to the clients.
Altius work continuously throughout the year
to ensure suppliers remain fully compliant.
In short, suppliers pay to join this ‘shared quality
network’ and Altius manage their compliance
profile to ensure everything is always up-to-date
and correct.

Why Clients choose Altius
When Altius are engaged by a client to work on
their behalf it is with the peace of mind that
suppliers will be supported, to ensure they are
capable and competent to work safely and comply
with regulation changes, best practise and client
specific requirements and policy.
Unlike other schemes, clients can tailor assessments
to their requirements and Altius will on-board and
assist their suppliers throughout the year to ensure
they are always fully compliant.
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This innovative, ‘Live-Profile’, customer focused
approach is something that no other scheme offers
and is one of the reasons clients and suppliers
choose to work with Altius.
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Not only that, Altius also boast one of the
quickest turn around with over 90% of suppliers
obtaining their assessment report / gap analysis
within 2 working days from submission.

Although many suppliers in the Altius Network join
because they are required to by a client, they also
join to obtain one of the most highly regarded
accreditation’s around, and have the opportunity
to showcase their Altius profile to potential clients.
Many Altius members renew year after year purely
to access this ‘live profile’ which lessens their
annual burden along with providing tools to share
this profile with anyone they wish.

Whether looking to join for a specific client, or simply wanting the
opportunity to work for Altius’ clients, suppliers get full support
and management of their data throughout the year with Altius
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